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ADAPTING
TO CHANGE
FIVE TIPS FOR STARTING THIS NEW SCHOOL YEAR
Adapting to any change can create some exciting moments: some wobbly ones, some frustrating ones,
concerning, hilarious, intriguing, confusing…the list goes on. In our household we say, “There are some
big feelings are running around this place!”
A conversation with my son this morning about preparing for his changes coming up, prompted me to
add my thoughts to this edition of Wellbeing with Heart: Adapting to Change. Our conversation was
about impermanence and how nothing lasts forever; no feeling does, no experience, no thought.
My son was saddened somewhat by this. He wants to hold onto the good times, keep the holidays
going, keep feeling positive. But this year is continuing, you can’t stop that ship from sailing, and we are
sailing into a new school year.
Conversely, I reminded him that the tricky times where we struggle don’t last either. We come out the
other side and have good times again. We can all practice being prepared yet flexible and open to
change, then the big feelings don’t have such a hold on us.

1. REMIND YOURSELF, FEELING WOBBLY IS NORMAL
Emotions mean you care. Feeling all the big feelings that
arise tells you that you are receptive to the world around
you and are normal. Be open to that. These big feelings
won’t last forever (nothing does!).

2. SHIFT THE NERVES TO EXCITEMENT
Our awesome yet basic brains set off similar physiological reactions for
nervousness as they do for excitement. Before a party we can feel
excited and jittery, heart beats faster, can’t think straight, body readies
for action. This is the same with nervousness. So, for example, rather
than saying, “I'm nervous about starting this new school year,” practice
saying to yourself, “I am excited about starting this new year!” This
language shift can be so powerful.
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continued...
3. TRUST YOURSELF
Trust in the one person who has taken you through
all the changes in your life thus far: you! Your track
record for getting through all the big feeling days
has been 100% so far!
Draw on your experience of getting through
previous challenging times to help you in the
moment and prepare for the future.

4. REACH OUT FOR HELP WHEN YOU NEED
Note here I write when, not if.
We are social beings, none of us can do
things alone, and all need support,
guidance, someone to share times with.
Share your struggles. You will see that a
burden shared is one halved, or at least,
doesn’t have such a hold on you.

5. EMBRACE CHANGE

With new change comes new energy. After last year’s shenanigans, I think we are all red-red-ready for
new energy this year. We don’t know what the future holds (and for that I’m glad), but we can
be open to all that life offers us and embrace the new energy!
Bring on 2021
Cheers
Sarah
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